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2020 Vision 
As we see out Christmas and welcome a New Year, it is an excellent time to re-focus on people. 
GDPR is, at its heart, about people and their personal data after all, rather than about lots of Dos 
and Don’ts and Policies and Red Tape. Who are the people in your churches? What personal data 
are you working with? How are you all working well together with integrity to process that data? 

Competition Winners! 
I am delighted to announce the winners of a competition I never quite got round to organising 😀
That is to say, I have come across some absolutely first class BEST PRACTICE in the District that 
deserves to be celebrated. Let’s hear it today for SOLIHULL METHODIST CHURCH! Their public 
domain Church Handbook 2019-2020 contains only the most up-to-date information, with 
telephone numbers and only public, transferable (i.e. not personal) email addresses (such as  
“music@solihull-methodist.org.uk”) . No home addresses, no private emails (hotmail or gmail) 
and appropriate contact details for everything going on in the life of the church. In fact this was 
the case for all 8 components in the Welcome Pack for visitors. It’s the best I have seen. Bravo! 

Remember that all such packs and documents are by definition in the public domain so they 
should be squeaky clean of personal data that might want to be taken out of the public domain at 
a later date (Plot spoiler - it can’t be done!). Please, please use email addresses linked to the 
church, or at least to the post, rather than personal ones. No need for home addresses at all either. 

The Honeymoon is Over… 
GDPR came into effect in May 2018, so it really is difficult now to make a case 
for it being new. I know that, at least, most people have heard about it and have 
a vague idea that it involves a certain increased rigour about using personal 
information. It is a matter of some dismay, however, that most churches I 
know about have not yet completed the first task of their ‘homework’ set last 
year: to complete the Data Audit of all personal data currently being processed 
at local church level. If this is you, read on. I can help. 

Go to https://www.tmcp.org.uk/about/data-protection where you will find two really useful 
documents, which you can download, print off and share around. Look for “Data Mapping Form 
for Managing Trustees” and “Non-Exhaustive List of Examples”. These are part of the ‘Toolkit”. 

Get together a group from your church - volunteers preferably but otherwise the Stewards or a 
subset of Church Council. Write down a list of absolutely everything that takes place in the 
church, perhaps using your Lettings diary to fill in the gaps. Read the Examples list to see if you 
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might have missed anything. Now think about the key 
questions for each of those groups in your list: 

• What personal data am I holding? 
• Is it up to date and accurate? 
• Have I purged it of out-of-date data? 
• Do these people know I am processing their data? 
• On what legal basis am I processing the data? 
• Is consent required? Do I have it? Recorded? Where? 

See the Data Mapping Form for the full set of questions. 

Ready, Shreddy, Go 
Gone are the days when confidential waste could simply be 
dumped in landfill. Home shredders are increasingly popular, 
but they usually have a very small capacity and struggle with 
much more than light shredding. GDPR has meant big 
business for Commercial Shredding Companies, with good 
reason. It is good practice, for example, to send off old copies 
of Minutes (with all those ministerial addresses and details) 
and to encourage your dear Supernumeraries not to hoard 
them or put them in general recycling. 

I was told of one Circuit which was clearing out an old Manse, 
and had filled 14 clearly-labelled Confidential Waste bags for 
collection by the Shredding Company. Nine were taken in the 
first collection, but before the second collection was made, the 
remaining five bags were mistakenly taken instead to a local 
tip by a church volunteer. Data Breach! Obviously the breach 
was formally recorded, but we were fortunately able to assess 
the loss of data as low risk since the most urgent confidential 
waste had already been properly processed. Be aware! 

The Train’s Coming 
I am pleased to be able to announce two upcoming training 
dates in the New Year.  

1) Working with South Worcestershire Circuit on Tuesday 
14th January. Contact Vanessa Hearn for more details. 

2) Working with all Circuit and Church Administrators in the 
District on Thursday 26th March. Contact Revd Anne Smith 
for more details. 

If you would like some bespoke GDPR training or just a 
conversation about how well your Church or Circuit is doing 
with GDPR compliance, please get in touch. 
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Revd Stephen Froggatt is 
a Minister in the 
Birmingham Sutton Park 
Circuit and a former 
Secondary Maths Teacher. 
He has been trained by 
TMCP on “GDPR and the 
Local Church” and was 
appointed by the Chair of 
Birmingham District to 
serve as local District 
“Data Champion” in 
October 2018. 

Stephen is available to 
lead GDPR training at any 
Circuit in the Birmingham 
District, and to work with 
any of the local churches 
by arrangement.  

Please send comments, 
questions and requests for 
visits to me via email:  

stephen.froggatt @  
methodist.org.uk


